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Pressure Derivatives of the Elastic Constants of Copper, 
Silver, and Gold to 10~OOO Bars 

W. B. DANIELS A.>ill CHARLES S. S~IITH 
Cose Inst-it1lte of Technology, Cleveland, Ohio 

(Received April 2, 1958) 

The pressure derivatives of the elastic constants of the homologous series of metals, copper, silver, and 
gold have been measured over the pressure range from 0 to 10000 bars, using a modified ultrasonic pulse
echo method. Means have been devised to measure the change of elastic constant with pressure as directly as 
possible. The values found for the pressure derivatives of the elastic constants are as follows : 

Cu Ag Au 
dB./dP 
dC/dP 
dC'/dP 

5.59 6.18 6.43 
2.35 2.31 1.79 
0.580 0.639 0.438 

The notation C=C44 , C'= {Cll -C12)/2, and B.= (ClI +2C12)./3 has been used. The data for each metal, of 
the three elastic constants and their pressure derivatives, have been interpreted in terms of conventional 
theory. The theoretical contributions of long-range interactions have been subtracted off and the remainder 
attributed to short-range nearest-neighbor interaction. The analysis indicates that these must be non
central~ many-body interactions in order to account for the shear constants and especially their pressure 
derivatives. The many-body character of the interactions is of rapidly increasing importance in the sequence 
copper, silver, and gold. 

INTRODUCTION 

Ir is well known that in the theory of the cohesion 
of copper it is necessary to introduce a short-range 

,ulsive interaction between ion cores in order to 
. ount for the observed value of the compressibility. 
:; interaction is generally represented empirically by 

:·.I'o-parameter exponential potential which is a func
:J of ion separation only. It is an important inter
:ion in theories of the mechanism of diffusion in this 
.ta l and several workers have followed the procedure 
c"aluating the parameters by means of the observed 
:.les of the single crystal elastic stiffnesses.1-3 This 

. ,cedure is quite satisfactory for the purpose, but the 
·m e procedure of attempting to account in detail 
: the elastic stiffnesses in terms of a two-parameter 
;onential repulsion is less satisfactory. This failure is 
:r1om pointed out explicitly; it becomes more and 

The pressure derivative of the bulk modulus is a 
primary result in the classic work of Bridgman4 ; the 
dependence on pressure of the shear modulus of a few 
polycrystalline materials has been studied by Birch.5 

The only previous study of the pressure dependence of 
the elastic constants of single crystals is that of Lazarus, 6 

who, in a pioneering paper, reported on KCI, NaCI, 
CuZn, Cu, and AI. The present work follows Lazarus 
in using the ultrasonic pulse-echo technique of elastic 
constant determination. This technique is ideal for 
observations in the ambient of a liquid under high 
pressure since it is a nonresonant method. Our observa
tional procedure has, however, been different from that 
of Lazarus. The high-pressure apparatus has been con
structed and the measuring equipment has been modi
fied in such a way that the method is essentially a 
differential one, in which the change in elastic stiffness 
is observed directly. 

EXPERIMENT 

~ 1te apparent, however, whea one examines the single
-:;; tal elastic stiffnesses of the similar metals, silver 
~ .j gold, 
The contribution of a short-range interaction becomes High-Pressure System 

-') re and more important relative to long-range inter- The high-pressure system consisted of an hydraulic 
· :ions as one successively examines the binding energy, pump operating on a 7.4: 1 piston intensifier. The 

.': equilibrium condition, and the elastic stiffnesses. apparatus is based on a system used by Jacobs7 for 
. ling one step further, the pressure derivatives of the optical absorption studies. 8 Following a suggestion by 

· !-tic stiffnesses wiII be determined almost entirely by ' .Dr. D. P. Johnson of the National Bureau of Standards, 
e short-range interactions, and it is with a view to Octoil-S was used as the high-pressure fluid . The 

. 'dying such interactions under these favorable cir- superior lubricating properties of this oil as well as its 
.mstances that the present work was undertaken. It low-pressure coefficient of viscosity make it an ideal 
.~; Celt that it would be desirable to study the entire 

4 P. W. Bridgman, The Physics of High Pressures (G. Bell and 
Sons, London, 1952), Chap. VI. · lmologous series, copper, silver, and gold, since the 

" erpretation for these metals is expected to be quali
" ':lively similar. 

----=-

6 F. Birch, J. App\. Phys. 8, 129 (1937). 
I D. Lazarus, Phys. Rev. 76, 545 (1949). 
71. S. Jacobs, Phys. Rev. 93, 993 (1953) . 

t 

I 

' /!, B. Huntington and F. Seitz, Phys. Rev. 61, 315 (1942). 
I H. B. Huntington, Phys. Rev. 91, 1092 (1953). 
I C. Zener, Ac.t.a Cryst. 3, 346 (1950) . 

8 We wish to thank Professor A. W. Lawson of the University 
of Chicago for the blue prints of Jacobs' apparatus and for many 
valuable suggestions. 
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fluid in the range covered by this work. Pressure was 
measured using the resistance of a manganin wire coil 
as discussed by Bridgman,' and by Darling and New
hall.9 The freezing pressure of mercury at O°C, 7640 
kg/cni2

, was used as the high-pressure calibration point. 
Electrical leads into the bomb for the pressure gauge 
and for the experimental plug were insulated by pipe
stone cones.10 

The design adopted for sealing the closure plugs and 
the moving intensifier piston are described in a recent 
article.ll It will suffice to say here that these wer':! 
such that it was possible to cycle the pressure repeatedly 
from 0 to 10000 bars, permitting the acoustic measure
ments to be made in a particularly simple way, de
scribed in the section on measurements. 

Sample Preparation 

The copper single crystals and the silver crystal were 
grown in this laboratory using a modified Bridgman 
method. The gold crystal was purchased from the 
Virginia Institute for Scientific Research. The copper 
and silver specimens were prepared by first cutting 
off the crystals to the desired orientation and length 
(from 1 to 3 cm) using a water-cooled abrasive cutoff 
wheel. The gold crystal was received at the desired 
orientation and length. After etching to remove any 
cold-worked layer, the specimens were waxed into a 
lapping block and lapped flat using metallographic 
papers ranging from No.2 to I 0.3/0 grade. After this, 
each acoustic surface was given another light etch and 
the samples were lapped with Buehler 1557 AB levigated 
alumina in oil on a flat glass plate. A final very light 
etch completed the treatment. This final etch gave the 
surface a slight "tooth" which aided the cement in 
holding the transducer to the surface. It was possible 
after this treatment to obtain reasonably sharp Laue 
back reflection spots directly from the acoustic surfaces. 

Grade 629 Polyethylene by Semet-Solvay Division, 
Allied Chemical and Dye Corporation was found quite 
satisfactory for cementing the 10 me x- and Y-cut 
quartz transducers to the specimen. Every attempt was 
made to obtain reproducibility in attaching the trans
ducers from run to run. The polyethylene was melted 
on the heated specimen, and the transducer placed on 
it with the desired orientation relative to the crystallo
graphic axes of the specimen. The assembly was allowed 
to cool, then an 800 g weight was placed on top of it, 
and the assembly was again heated to well above the 
melting temperature of the polyethylene for several 
hours and allowed to cool slowly. The rf electrode was 
painted directly onto the transducer with du Pont 4817 
silver paint. As was observed by Lazarus,6 the quartz 
transducer shattered each time a set of pressure runs 

'H. E. Darling and D. H. Newhall, Trans. Am. Soc. Mech. 
Engrs. 75,311 (1953). 

\0 P. W. Bridgman, Proc. A:-n. Acad. 74, 11 (1940). 
U W. B. Daniels and A. A. Hruschka, Rev. Sci. rnstr. 28, 1058 

(1957). 

was ~ade. The preI?onderance of cracks ~unning 1"1 
pendlcular to the aXIs of greatest compressibili ty oj : ' 

quartz in the case of the Y-cut transducers secm, . 
indicate that it is differential compressibility bC l\,.t,. 
quartz and sample which causes the crackin". T , 
cracking did not prevent taking of data, but pul~c' l": . 
amplitude usually decreased during a data run. I i I: , 
metal crystal was etched after measurements had III . 
made at high pressure, the lines along which the qu.: : ,: 
had cracked would show up. Accompanying th is Cl:l 

was a slight broadening of the Laue back reflcu : . 
spots. The fact that no significant dependence of :: • 
measured pressure derivatives on specimen length ',', 
found in this work indicates that this slight cu: 
working of the surface is relatively unimportant. 

Measurements 

For each crystal, the longitudinal and two tranS\"L'r • 
wave velocities, and their changes with pressurc, w(: 

measured using the ultrasonic pulse-echo method:: , 
with modifications.15 The gear used for this \York :r 
corpora ted a Tektronix type 121 wide band preampl;::,: 
and displayed the unrectified echo pattern on the i.\ • 
of the detecting oscilloscope. Thus the details of ~ , \ , : 
pulse echo were shown, the lO-Mc/sec structure of l' l'; 
echo being observed along the time axis . The SIl t(; 

delay helipot of the Dumont 256 D A/R oscilIo,;c"j " 
was removed and combined with external re3ista :: ' 
boxes in such a way as to make measurement of O.r lll . 
/-lsec changes of echo arrival time possible. In pract: -
the method used to take data on the changes of tr:\L .: 

time with pressure was to measure the change in li;' -
of arrival of a particular maximum of the 10-1[e. ( 
echo structure, relative to a fixed time marker, a ~ 11 

pressure was cycled up and then down several till , 
It is felt that this arrangement using unrectified pli ' 

I 

~ o~~~~ __ *-~~-+ __ ~ __ ~~w 
~ 345 

Rg -316 OHMS 

FIG. 1. Typical data plot showing difference between ti," 
arrival of one maximum of an echo, and a nearby time m:l' 
as a function of pressure gauge coil resistance. The CUrl'':'' r· 
senting different runs are displaced for the sake of c1an t)' . I 
data apply to runs 1 through 4 of experiment No.1 for e .. .. 
in the 1.86 cm long copper crystal. The pressure range CO\'l'~ 
about 9800 bars. 

\2 H. B. Huntington, Phys. Rev. 72, 321 (1947). ". 
13 J. R. Neighbours and C. S. Smith, J. Appl. Phys. 21 , I ' 

(1950). ?J ; , 
14 Neighbours, Bratten, and Smith, J. App!. Pbys. ~., 

(1952). 
15 S. Eros and J. R. Reitz, J. Appl. Phys. 29, 683 (1951'). 
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v6 is less prone to errors arising from change of 
'-e-echo shape with pressure than is that using gear 

• ;.:h displays the rectified pulse-echoes. A typical 
:l plot is given in Fig. 1 showing the difference be

".:n time of arrival of one of the maxima of echo No.7 
• ;nc Cu wave in a 1.9-cm long copper crystal and a 
.. time-marker, as a function of pressure gauge coil 
·:,tance. The pressure range indicated is about 9800 
:;. Data points were taken about 5 min after each 

_, .;ure change in order that the system be near 
ermal equilibrium. Absence of hysteresis justifies the 
'\c interval chosen. Strictly speaking one is interested 
.\' in the initial slopes of these curves, but experi
~~ tally all the plots are linear over the pressure range 
<\1. The slope of this line can be determined by a 
,~ t squares method and this slope, together with the 
·'c. -ured zero pressure transit time, enables one to 

~l pute the quantity (nTo)-ldTn/ dR g , where To is the 
:v pressure transit time, n is the number of the echo 
.dcr observation, Tn is the observed time of arrival 
· Ihe nth echo and Rg is the pressure gauge coil re
.:.lI1ce. Since one can express the pressure gauge coil 
.. bralion as dP=KdRu, and T,,(P)=1IT(P), the 

_.lnlity k- 1(nTo)- ldT n/ dR g represents the fractional 
Jnge of transit time with pressure, (TO)-ldT/dP. 
.\ sequence of observations made with increasing 

'~-'5ure or with decreasing pressure will be called a run. 
:; of runs made with a given transducer cemented in 
'Le will be called an experiment. Each value of 

.-T ldT/dP which has been used is the result of at 
A two experiments each of which consisted of at 
A two runs. In the case of copper this procedure was 
':I)\\,ed for each of three crystals. 
For crystals of nearly [110J orientation the equations 
' lt ing transit times to elastic constants are given by 

'~c re 

Y 2=B,+4(t-r)C'+4rC, 

Y.=C+ 2al(C'-C), 

Y5= C+2a2(C' -C), 

(1) 

:= pV2
2=4pV/T22, Y.=pV.2=4pV/T42, 

Y5=pVS2=4pV/Ts2, (2) 

.- : is the transit time for the longitudinal wave, and T. 
.1 T5 refer to the slow and fast shear wave transit 
:nes, respectively. L is the length of the specimen 

·. :ween acoustic faces and p is the density of the 
: erial under study. The notation, C=C44 , C' 
CIl -Cu)/2 and B.= (CU +2C12)/3, has been used. 

· (lcnotes the adiabatic bulk modulus. The quantities 
· at and a2 are orientation functions!4 which are 
!cpendent of pressure for cubic materials. For ori

-.t.llions near [110J, al is about 0.5 and a'2 is nearly 
',). For exactly [110J orientation one could write: 

, ."= C', Y 5=C. That is, C' is determined by Y. only, 
.·1 C is found from Ys only. Taking the derivative 
!.It respect to pressure, of each equation relating the 

Y's and the elas tic constants, one obtains 

dY2 dB, dC' dC 
-=-+4(t-r)-+4r-, 
dP dP dP dP 

dY.= dC +2a
1
( dC' _ dC ) , 

dP dP dP dP 

dY5 = dC +2a
2
( dC' _ dC ) . 

dP dP dP dP 

(3) 

Taking the pressure derivative of the logarithm of 
anyone of the equations relating the V's to the transit 
times, one obtains the relation 

1 dY 1 dp 2 dL 2 dT 
--=--+- ----. 
Y dP p dP L dP T dP 

(4) 

The first two terms on the right-hand side of the equa
tion sum to (3Br )-I, where BT is the isothermal bulk 
modulus, and the third term is the result of the measure
ments on changes of transit time with pressure, that is, 

1 dY 1 2 dT 
(5) 

with all quantities to be evaluated at zero pressure. 
Given the zero pressure values of all the V's and data 
on pressure variation of the transi t times of the three 
waves, one can use the Eqs. (3) to compute the pressure 
derivatives of C, C', and B, at zero pressure. These 
equations determine the pressure derivatives of C and 
C' quite directly in the case of a [110J orientation, but 
the pressure derivative of B, is derived from a combina
tion of all three measurements. 

The acoustic surface of each crystal was etched and 
a back reflection Laue x-ray taken after all acoustic 
measurements had been made. Ten spots were indexed 
and a least squares determination of the orientation 
was made. 

The entire procedure outlined above was carried 
out for one crystal of each of silver and gold, and for 
two copper crystals of different lengths but similar 
orientation. Two copper crystals were used in order t~ 
form an estimate of the importance of any end effects 
such as nonhydrostatic stresses on the end of the speci
men caused by differential compressibility of the quartz 
transducer and the metal, and possible change with 
pressure of acoustic end effects. The end effects proved 
to be less than the random experimental variations for 
copper, so that we felt reasonably safe in making meas
urements on one crystal only of each of silver and gold. 
These crystals just referred to were all within 2° of the 
[110J orienta tion. In addition, measurements were 
made on the pressure variation of the longitudinal wave 
transit time using a third copper crystal, near the 
[100J orientation. 
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TABLE I . Display of all pressure run data for the C4• shear 
constant for two copper crystals. The echo number is 1~, and the 
echo arrival time is Tn. To is the zero-pressure transit time and 
Rg the pressure gauge resistance. 

-1 dT. 
Run nT. dR. Experiment 
No. (10-' ohm-I) average 

1 1.92 
2 1.97 
3 1.93 
4 1.93 
5 1.92 
6 1.91 1.93 

1 1.90 
2 1.90 
3 1.84 
4 1.79 1.86 

1 1.91 
2 1.84 
3 2.04 

8 4 1.93 
1 5 2.04 

6 1.94 
1.31 7 1.87 1.94 

8 1 2.00 
2 1.98 1.99 

2 
3 1.93 

10 4 1.95 
5 1.94 1.94 

Table I gives a complete breakdown of the data 
taken on the pressure derivative of the C shear constant 
of copper, by crystal, experiment and run, several runs 
being shown in Fig. 1. The reproducibility is typical of 
these experiments; this particular shear constant has 
been chosen to be shown in detai l in Fig. 1 and Table I 
because it is the one in which occurs the greatest dis
agreement with the previous work of Lazarus.6 

RESULTS 

The room temperature values of the elastic shear 
constants G, G' , and the isothermal bulk modulus BT for 
copper,16 silver,17 and gold, as l!.sed in the determination 
of the pressure derivatives, are given in Table II. Since 

TABLE II. Elastic constants of copper, silver, and gold, at 25°C 
which were used in evaluation of the pressure derivatives of the 
elastic constants. Units are 1012 dyne cm-2• The values for gold 
shown in parentheses for comparison are the older determination 
of Goens, and the recent data of Neighbours and Alers (30('oK). 

Metal C C' 

Cu 0.7510 0.2334 
Ag 0.4613 0.1528 
Au 0.4202 0.1471 

(0.4202) (0.1473) 
(0.4195) (0.1460) 

• See reference 16. 
b See reference 17. 

B. Br Source 

1.370 1.332 Schmunk" 
1.036 1.015 Bacon and Smith~ 
1.726 1.661 Present measurements 

(1.667) Goens· 
(1.729) Neighbours and Alersd 

• See reference 18 . 
d See reference 19. 

16 R. E. Schmunk, M. S. thesis, Case Institute of Technology, 
to be submitted to Acta Metallurgica. 

17 R. Bacon and C. S. Smith, Acta Metallurgica 4, 337 (1956). 

the values of the zero-pressure elastic constants of g./.: 
were measured anew in the performance of this worl: 
using a different method than the previous investi:o .. : 
tors, a comparison is shown in Table II in parenthl:: t 

between the presently determined values, and the valul 
determined by Goens18 using the resonant bar techniq".:, 
The agreement of the shear constants is especially goo.:, 
but the present value of the a.diabatic bulk modlllu, : 
three and one half percent higher than Goens' n lt:c 
On the other hand, the present value of the bulk mock. 
Ius is three percent lower than that calculated fru: 
Bridgman's4 value of the isothermal bulk modu;~ 

(B T = !.]29_X 1912 dyne cm-2
) by means of the eqll ali,,~, 

B.'" B T (1 + TV{32B7';Cp ) , (C, 

where {3 the cubical coefficient of thermal expan,i •. 
equals 4.26XHr5 (CO)-l and the specific heat i ~ ( , 
= 6.03 cal (mole- CO)-l. V is the molar volume and 
is room temperature, taken as 300oK. The valuc l: 
Bridgman's B, thus obtained is 1.77 X 1012 dyne cm-:. 

TABLE III. Pressure derivatives of the elastic constants. 
copper, silver, and gold. The average values shown for COI'j . 

have been weighted according to the number of eXperi l1l," t· 
performed. 

Crystal. length, and 
orientation dB./dP dC/dP dC'/dP 

Cu-1.31 cm 5.69 2.38 0.580 
[110J 

Cu-1.86 cm 5.66 2.32 0.580 
[110J 

Cu-3.22 cm 5.47 
[100J 

Average-Cu 5.59 2.35 0.580 

Ag-1.49 cm 6.18 2.31 0.639 
[110J 

Au-2.53 cm 6.43 1.79 0.43S 
[110J 

Also shown in Table II are very recent value,; 
silver and gold privately communicated by Neighl )(1 '.· 
and Alers19 who used the ultrasonic pulse-echo tt" : 
nique. The agreement is excellent and confirms' : 
value of B. for gold. We may pause to pay tributl' . 
the work of Goens, whose shear constants for g .; 
obtained by an older and more difficult technique, .. 
so well confirmed. 

Table III shows the values of the pressure deri\':! :\ ' 
of the elastic constants for the silver and gold cry-:. 
and for each copper crystal measured. As already st :l: ' 
each entry in Table III is the result of at least t\',"(1 .. 
periments and each experiment is composed of SC\ l: 
runs. 

The spread in the results obtained using ,t'\', r 
copper crystals, shown in Table III, is two pereril.l 
the case of the shear constant derivatives :.tnd I 

percent for the bulk 'modulus derivative. Thcse Ii;.: .:: 

18 E . Goens, Ann. Physik 38, 456 (1940). [ I" 
19 J. R. Neighbours and G. A. Alers, preceding paper 

Rev. 111, 707 (1958)]. 
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.· t to represent the precision of the results for the 
,.:..anding measurements on each of copper, silver, 

I 

·,!d. 
"'o01parison of the presently determined d Inc/dP 
C L • 
"pcr with the results obtained by Lazarus6 IS 

;J'in Table IV. In addition, the value obtained by 
~ for the pressure variation of the shear modulus 
'\,rystalline copper, d InG/dP, is listed. It will be 
;. that the Birch value, representing the derivative 

'.'.l\·erage shear constant, lies about midway between 
.. 1Od C' values, but that it lies higher than both of 

, values as determined by Lazarus. 
,Igman's compressibil!ty data are ,:sually expressed 
c coefficients a and b III the equatIOn 

(7) 

. . ;uantity a is related to the isothermal bulk modulus 
'c! equation a= (BT)-I and b is related to the pres

.• k rivative of the bulk modulus by the equation 

1 ( dBT ) 
b= 2BT2 dP +1 . (8) 

,'LE IV. Comparison of the pressure derivatives of the 
shear constants of copper with previous data. Units are 

, mt dyne-I . 

In\'estigator 

;'rcsent 
I..lZarus· 
Birchb 

- ~t ~erence 6 . 
. ", rd erence S. 

dlnC/dP 

3.13 
1.13 

dlnC'/dP d InG/dP 

2.48 
2.45 

2.76 

~ the values of BT given in Table II, and our values 
:,.'dP (adiabatic), values of b have been computed. 
. use of dB./dP instead of dBT/dP is not serious; 
: calculation of the difference from Eq. (6) with 
.rlp of standard thermodynamic relations shows 
.l amounts to about 2%.) 

.;'!c V compares our values of b with the Bridgman 
", (as modified by Slater20 for copper and silver) . 

. ;';cscnt ones are larger than the Bridgman value in 
·..;e of copper, essentially the same for silver, but 
: in the case of gold. The reason for the differences, 
:. are beyond the apparent uncertainty in our work, 
. understood. It may be noted that in our acoustic 
"j the quantity under discussion comes from the 

, of a raw data plot such as Fig. 1 while in Bridg
, method it comes essentially from the curvature. 
!lCt that the present result is obtained by combin
~ch observations for three waves is admittedly a 
: of the acoustic method but it is not felt to be 
.. , iLle for the discrepancies. 
.: pressure derivatives of the elastic constants of 

. r, silver, and gold are repeated in Table VI, in 

. ·rm to be used later in the interpretation of the -
.: C. Slater, Phys. Rev. 57, 744 (194D). 

TABLE V. Comparison of present values of the pressure de
rivative of the bulk moduli with the Bridgman values. The values 
are expressed as the constant b in the equation, t. V IVo= -aP 
+br-. Units of bare 10-12 em. kg-'l. 

Material 

Cu 
Ag 
Au 

Present b 

1.8 
3.3 
1.3 

Bridgman b 

1.3 
3.1 
1.8 

results. That is, the pressure derivatives are expressed 
as fldC/d Inr, where the variable r may be thought of as 
the distance between nearest neighbor atoms of the 
crystal and fl is the atomic volume. The relation be
tween the derivative of the elastic constant c with 
respect to lnr and its pressure derivative is given by 

dC/d lnr= -3BT (dC/dP), (9) 

and similarly for C' and B. We shall hereafter refer to 
the quantity fldC/d Inr as the hydrostatic strain de
rivative of the corresponding elastic constant. The 
values of fl used are: Cu 11.81, Ag 17 .05, Au 16.96, in 
units of 10-24 cm3 atom-I. Table VI illustrates the mono
tonic variation from copper to silver to gold of all these 
derivatives, a result to be expected of a homologous 
series of metals. It is felt that this good intercomparison 
of the three metals is additional justification of the 
present results in view of the discrepancies with previous 
workers shown in Tables IV and V. 

INTERPRETATION 

The elastic constants of a crystal can be expressed 
as the second derivative of the crystal binding energy 
with respect to the appropriate strain. The conventional 
modeJ21 on which elastic constant calculations are 
based, considers that the only important contributions 
to the elastic constants arise from (1) a long-range 
Coulomb energy, contributing to the shear constants 
(2) the Fermi energy, assumed in monovalent metals 
to be a function of volume only and consequently con
tributing only tethe bulk modulus, and (3) a short
range repulsive interaction between neighboring closed 
shell ion cores. On the usual model, the short-range 
repulsions are considered to depend only on I r I, that 
is, they are assumed to act along lines joining nearest
neighbor atoms. In this section we shall analyze the 
experimental data from the point of view of this con-

TABLE VI. Hydrostatic strain derivatives, MCld Inr, of the 
elastic constants B., C, and C' of copper, silver, and gold. Units 
are 10-12 erg atom-I. 

Cu 

B. 
C 
C' 

Cu 

-264 
-111 
-27.4 

Ag Au 

-321 -543 
-120 - 151 
-33.2 -37.0 

21 N. F. Mott, in Progress ill M elal Physics, edited by Bruce 
Chalmers (Interscience Publishers Inc., New York, 1952), Vol. 3, 
pp.9~4. 
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ventional theory taken at face value, reserving comment 
on the detailed assumptions which will be made for the 
next section. 

In the alkali metals, the elastic constants consist 
almost entirely of the long-range contributions because 
the ion cores are quite far apart compared to their 
radii. In the case of the metals copper, silver, and gold, 
however, the short-range contribution predominates 
because of the overlap of ion-core wave functions of 
nearest-neighbor atoms. The long-range Coulomb con
tributions to both shear constants as calculated by 
Fuchs,22 using as a model a lattice of point charges im
bedded in a uniform sea of electrons, will be called the 
long-range shear stiffnesses C1r and Clt'. The results of 
Fuchs are " 

!lC1r= O.947ge2/ 2a, !lCz,' = 0.1058e2/2a, (10) 

where a is the lattice parameter, e the electronic charge, 
and!l the atomic volume. The long-range contributions 
to the hydrostatic strain derivatives are given quite 
simply by 

!ldCzr/d lnr= -4QCzr, QdCzr'/d lnr= -4QC1r' . (11) 

The long-range contribution to the bulk modulus, 
which we shall call B F, arises from the second derivative 
of the Fermi energy with respect to volume. For the 

. mon.ovalent metals, BF' is given simply by 

(12) 

where E F is the average Fermi energy of the valence 
electrons. We shall use free electron theory with an 

effective mass of unity throughout this analysis. 1; 
hydrostatic strain derivative of the bulk modulll~ ; 
given by 

QdB F/ d lm'= -7nB F . (13 

A term arising from the first derivative of EF with rl 
spect to r has been omitted from Eq. (12), and will i 
omitted consis.tently from expressions for bulk moduL 
contributions because the condition for equilibrit:: . 
applies and the sum of such terms is zero. This ttL. 
must be included when deriving Eq. (13), but then lir.· 
derivative terms are also omitted consistently in tl. .· 
and subsequent expressions for contributions to t! . 
hydrostatic strain derivative of the bulk modulus. T! .. 
convention accounts for the somewhat unexpectl. 
factor of 7 in Eq. (13). 

These long-range contributions to the elastic sti:: 
nesses and to their hydrostatic strain derivatives h:1\ < 
been subtracted from the experimental values of t! 
respective quantities in order to obtain numerilo. 
values which represent the contribution of the shu!: 
range inleractions. The process is shown in detail ., 
Table VII where it may be observed that the long-rali : 
terms are not large. In Table VII experimental sti finl 
values at OOKlS,23 have been used as described in ti 
footnote; the hydrostatic strain derivatives are f,: 
room temperature, however. 

The numerical values of the short-range contril ,<,. 
tions to the stiffnesses and hydrostatic strain deri\ .. 
tives, obtained in this way, may now be examined : 
the light of the conventional model. Analytica l n 
press ions for these terms are 

!ldB" 
--= j (r3W'" - 3r2lV") , 
d lnr 

QC.,=t(r2W"+3rW') , 
!ldC" 
--=t(r3W"'+2r2W"-6rW'), 
d lnr 

QdC.r' 
!lC./=tcr2W"'+7rW'), --=Hr3W"'+6r2W"-14rW') . 

d lnr 

In these equations, W is the repulsive energy per 
"bond" (such that the repulsive energy per atom is 6W 
in these fcc materials with 12 nearest neighbors), and 
,. is the nearest-neighbor spacing of the atoms. Dif
ferentiation of W with respect to r is indicated by 
primes, and the expressions are to be evaluated at the 
equilibrium value of ,., The equations are written under 
the assumptions that the interaction W is (a) of such 
short range that only nearest-neighbor contributions 
need be considered; (b) two-body, that is, a function 
of I r I only.21 The entries of Table VII which are 
labeled short-range are presumed to be given by Eqs. 
(14) in the conventional theory. 

22 K. Fuchs, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A153, 622 (1936) ; A157, 
444 (1936). 

At this point, there are six equations for the ~hl ' 
range terms, in three unknowns, rTV', r2fV", and rJI! 
Examination of the numbers of Table VII reveal.; I: 
no solutions can exist which are compatible \\·iill 
equations within the variation arising from q . 
mental error combined with uncertainties in til e t1 

retically calculated long-range corrections. It is I'~ , 

noted particularly that the long-range contribui 
to the hydrostatic strain derivatives are so s!llall ,\ 
the statement holds even if these contribu tion" 
neglected completely. The incompatible fea turc" 
Eqs. (14) may be described in the following .... \ 
(1) the anisotropy of the short-range contribu tiol ' . 
the shear constants, given by nC.r/fJ.C.r', is not t ·, 

2J W. C. Overton and J. Gaffney, Phys. Rev. 9R, 969 ( I ')~ ' 
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! . 

~J rly equal to the anisotropy of their short-range 
',.I ti,·es; (2) the bulk modulus is in all cases too 
c in relation to the shear constants j (3) the strain 

; \ ltive of the bulk modulus is also too large com
.:J to the derivatives of the shear cons tan ts; (4) 
_. conditions appear more aggravated as one pro
_ :C:i down the series from copper to silver to gold. 
~ e failures are present regardless of the specific 
_~ taken for the repulsive potential, as long as the 
!:1t ial is short-range in nature so that I,aW'" I 
,:11""1> I,W'I· Effects (2), (3), and (4) lead one to 
:<.'Ct that the failure of conventional theory lies in 
;~.lkdown of the assumption that W depends on 11' I 
... This is, noncentral interactions could give a con
':l lion to the shear constants, but would not of 
.:~e contribute to flBST and QdB.r/d Inr because the 
:(r are associated with volume strain alone in which 
:dative angular displacements occur. 

: \9 LE VII. The elastic constan ts,· nC, and their hydrostatic 
;, derivatives, P.dCjd lnr. The experimental values, the long
'c contributions to each, and the difference between the ex
'c~n ta l value and the long-range contribution to each, repre
-~b the short-range contribution is shown. The units are 
Jag atom-I. 

Elastic constant Hydrostatic strain derivative 
Con- Experi- Long Short Experi- Long Short 

"..J stant ment range range ment range range 

B 16.8 4.5 12.3 -264 -32 -232 
C 9.66 3.02 6.63 -111 -12 -99 
C' 3.03 0.34 2.69 -27.4 -1.4 -26.0 

· B 18.3 3.5 14.8 -321 -24 -296 
C .8.52 2.68 5.85 -120 -11 -109 
C' 2.84 0.30 2.54 -33.2 -1.2 -32.0 

' : B 29.3 3.5 25.7 -543 -25 -518 
C 7.72 2.68 5.04 -151 -11 -140 
C' 2.72 0.30 2.42 -37.0 -1.2 -35.8 

• • ~. elastic constant. used here are the values at O'K. The copper 
" Ole taken from Overton and Gaffney (reference 23) and t he gold 
. , (rom Goens (reference 18). Ko low-temperature measurement. have 

· -_l~e on silver. so the Bacon and Smith values (reference 17 ) were 
• ~--d to OOK usi ng the same fractional change which applied for the 
., and gold re.ult •. These correction. were: C(0)/C(300) =1.084. 

• C' (300) =1.091, B (O)/B (300) = 1.036 . 

f i1!e last point suggests the procedure which has 
" adopted in order to carry the analysis further. 
· J.;Sume that the radial dependen.ce of the short
~e interaction is given by the two-parameter ex-
.nlial potential W=A e},.:p( -pr/ro). The first row 

El;· (14) then becomes 

flB,,=jp2W, fldB,,/d Inr= -Hp+3)p2W, (15) 

e equations for the bulk modulus and its strain 
· ';;ltive serve to determine the parameters p and W 
· ~,ch of the metals when the appropriate values from 

e VII are used. Numerical values for these pa
• ers, describing the radial dependence of the short
:r: interaction, are entered in Table VIII. The values 

' " C exponential parameter p for the three metals are 
, to be remarkably similar which suggests that the 

-.monly used exponential form is quite a good one 

TABLE VTII. Values of parameters describing the short-range 
interactions. W is the energy per bond of the radial interaction 
W =A exp( -prjro). Closure failures, indicated by tJ., are the 
amounts which must be added to conventional theory for the 
shear constants and their hydrostatic strain derivatives in order 
to obtain agreement with experiment. Units of all but pare 10-12 

erg atom-I. 

Cu Ag Au 

P 16.0 17.1 17.1 
6W 0.43 0.46 0.79 
tJ.(flC) -0.81 -3.28 -10.9 
tJ.(MCjdlnr) 26. 53. 145. 
tJ.(nC') 0.11 -0.72 -3.29 
tJ.(MC'jdlnr) 16. 25. M. 

over a relatively ,vide range of ion-core overlap. We 
may take as a qualitative measure of the overlap the 
ratio of the ionic clystal radius to the metallic atomic 
radius, and these are 0.75, 0.87, and 0.95 for copper, 
silver, and gold, respectively. The numerical values of 
Ware also reasonable, 6W being about 10% of the 
latent heat of sublimation in each case. 

The values of the exponential parameters p and W 
which have been obtained from the bulk modulus and 
its strain derivative may now be used to compute 
that portion of the shear stiffnesses, and of their hydro
static strain derivatives, which arises in the radial 
dependence of the short-range interaction. Since we 
know already that the first four of Eqs. (14) will not 
be satisfied by the numerical values of Table VII we 
add to each equation a term denoted by fl, which we 
call the closure failure. Thus we have 

QC,,=!(p-3)pW+fl(QC), QdC,,/d lnr 
= _!(pL 2p-6)pW+fl (QdC,,/d Inr) , 

QC.r'=Hp-7)pW+fl (QC'), QdC.r'/d Inr 
(16) 

= -t(p2-6p-14)pW+fl(QdC.r'/d Inr) . 

In these equations the first term on the right results from 
substituting the exponential form W=A exp( -pr/ro) 
in each of Eqs. (14); it can be evaluated from the 
values of p and W shown in Table VIII. The closure 
failures have been computed from Eqs. (16) using 
Table VII, and are entered in Table VIII. They are 
also shown ill Fig. 2 as fractions of the corresponding 
totaf'experimental quantity. 

It will be observed tha t the closure failures, fl, for 
the shear constants themselves are all negative (except 
for C' in copper), and range from small in copper 
through a large amount in silver to values in gold 
which are larger than the total experi'mental stiffnesses 
themselves. The closure failures of the hydrostatic strain 
derivatives are positive in sign, and increase rapidly 
again in the sequence copper, silver, gold but are sub
stantial fractions of the experimental .values even for 
copper. Except for the shear stiffnesses of copper, these 
closure terms are considerably larger than can be 
reasonably accounted for on the basis of experimental 
error or uncertainty in the theoretical long range 
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FIG. 2. Closure 

failures 11 expressed 
as fractions of the 
corresponding total 
experimental quan
tity. (a) Elaslic shear 
constants; (b) hy
drostatic strain de
rivatives of shear 
constants. 

corrections which have been subtracted from experi
mental values. Since it is felt that this homologous 
series of metals must conform to a common model of 
their elastic stiffnesses and strain derivatives, we in
clude copper in our conclusion, which is that the closure 
failures reflect a large, real contribution to the shear 
constants which is not included in the conventional 
theory outlined above. 

We suggest fur thermore that the closure failures 
must be assigned to many-body, noncentral, short
range interaction between metal ion cores. The absence 
of such an interaction is a major assumption in the 
conventional theory and the interaction seems to be 
the only way in which to account for these large dis
crepancies between theory and experiment for the 
shear constants. The ratios -t:.(QdC/ dlnr)/t:.(QC) and 
- t:. (QdC'/ d Inr)/ t:. (QC') are indicative of the range of 
the interaction; the large values of these ra tios occurring 
in the present results indicates that the noncentral 
terms are of short range indeed. It will be noted that 
the values of the ratios are in most cases larger than the 
value of p which charac terizes the range of the radial 
part of the interaction. Further, the smoothness of the 
variation of the closure term from copper to gold for 
each constant and each strain derivative corresponds 
with the increasing amount of ion-core overlap and 
hence of the importance of the noncentral interaction in 
this sequence. There appears to be no theory available 
for the noncentral part of the many-body interaction 
between ion cores which has been suggested here and no 
a priori reason for or against the negative sign of the 
stiffness contribution which is found. 

DISCUSSION 

In this section we point out and discuss further the 
detailed assumptions involved in~the analysis:which 
was presented in the last section. 

The experimental elastic constant values which have 
been used for the interpretation are those for the tem
perature of OaK. These values are amply known, and 
their use enables us to avoid the difficult theoretical 

question of the temperature dependence of the eh . 
constants, and in addition we avoid the minor I 
of the adiabatic-isothermal correction to the L 
modulus. On the other hand, the experimental Y.I 

of the hydrostatic strain derivatives which ha\'e I 
used are of necessity those for room temperature. ' 1 

analysis is somewhat inconsistent in this respect t! ... 
fore, but we do not feel that the point is important >. 

we expect a smaller temperature correction for : 
hydrostatic strain derivatives than for the (' I.: 
constants, which itself is less than 10%. The r. 
direct justification for this expectation may be obk. 
from the results of Bridgman on the pressure dq" 
ence of the bulk modulus. Bridgma.n's experiments I . 
been carried out at two temperatures, 30°C and ~ ~ 
and it is the coefficient b, in our notation, whiL:. 
relevant. Inspection of Bridgman's tabulation4 for ., 
forty metals shows that there is practically no cb .• 
of b in this temperature range for most metals. Fun' 
more, for those metals for which there is a signil; 
change, the sign is as often positive as negatiH. \ .. 
feel it quite probable that the hydrostatic strain (b. 
tives of the shear constants will also show only a 0: 
temperature dependence. 

We have used also the hydrostatic strain deri\·:, :. 
of the adiabatic bulk modulus in our interpretati,,; .. 
direct but approximate evaluation of the pressure .' 
rivative of B,-BT can be made from thermodyn:t:· 
and available experimental data for CUi the rC>\I :: 
that the pressure derivatives of B, and B7• d iITt·~ . 
less than 2%. We have preferred to avoid the u;. 
tainty involved in this correction by using the mild. 
which is directly determined in the pulse-echo I1lL :' 

It has already been emphasized that the con ti 
tions of the long-range terms in the energy to the t:~ .. 
stiffnesses and their hydrostatic strain derivaliw, 
small. In the interpretation they may almost 1,' . 
garded as corrections but some further discu~,i. : 
worthwhile. In the conventional theory, as it ha- ' 
used in the last section, one term in the energy (of ' 
crystal is commonly omitted in part. This term i . 
energy of the lowest electronic state of the \./. 
electrons, which will be denoted by Eo. Physical::
can be represented by the expression24 ar3 

- b~ . 
which the terms represent respectively the k,,·· 
and potential energy associated with the stale. T:' 
conventional theory for the shear constants, EQ ;1\: 
to a good approximation as the Coulomb stilTI' 
QCZr and QC1r' as used here. 

The lowest state energy contribution to the I 

modulus and its hydrostatic strain derivative h:t,.\ 
ignored entirely, however, and in justification .. I .' 
step the magnitudes of the derivatives Eo" .al~d ... . 
must be considered. The first derivative of [-. ,1 I' 
but does not enter in this analysis a.t all bee.lt: :. " 
equation of equilibrium has been invoked il1l plt"It.~· 

2' N. F. Mott and H. Jones, Properties of Afeials ad .1 . 
(Oxford University Press, London, 1936), p. SO. 
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.~lcntJy omitting first derivatives of all energy con
-;lions. It is commonly presumed25 that the second 
· 'ative Eo" is small because the actual equilibrium 
· l.uger than the value of r for the minimum of Eo. 
~: librium r then occurs in the neighborhood of the 
,'lion point of Eo, as is shown by the available 
Jlations for copper26 and silver27 and by the analyti-

. approximation given above. The contribution of 
, to the bulk modulus and its hydrostatic strain 
-:\'3 Iive is probably small therefore. The third 
'.I'l tive EolII contributes to the hydrostatic strain 
;.I'ative only; it is felt that it is also likely to be 

-111 in view of the fact that EolII is zero at a value of 
A beyond the inflection point of Eo, according to the 
.:I'lical approximation, and hence also near the 
;:iibrium value of r. Quantitative estimates of the 
.ible values of flBo=r2Eo"/9 and fldBo/d 1111' 
rEo'"-3r2Eo")/9 can be made by using the analyti
lpproximation, equating bl~l to the Coulomb energy 
the structure22 and invoking the physical condition 
.t ,(equilibrium) >r(Eo' = 0) ; these support the state
'~ 15 that have been made, the possible fractional 
-lr in the hydrostatic strain derivative being negli
.. !c while those in the bulk modulus may be significant 
.: are not serious to the conclusions of this paper. 
fhe long-range bulk modulus which has been used 
:~ is then the Fermi term only, and furthermore for 
- term we have used an effective mass, m*/m, of 
, y for all three metals. This value of the effective 
,-j agrees with the theoretical values of Kambe28 

:ch characterize the electrons at the bottom of the 
,~nce band for copper, silver, and gold. It also 
.. ~cs with electronic specific heat effective masses29 for 
.cr and gold, but not for copper in which this m*/m 
. .47. We feel, however, that a "bulk modulus effective 
-'," which characterizes the change with volume of 
· average Fermi energy, is more likely to be equal to 
, theoretical value than to an effective mass de
-l,jng the density of states at the Fermi level only.29 
': have therefore used unity for copper also. 
\~ mentioned above, the long-range contributions to 
• hear stiffnesses which have been used are the 
Jlomb stiffnesses of Fuchs, and these have been 

·.en at their full value. Since these terms have been 
,cn at reduced values in other papers2,3 in which 
-tic constants have been decomposed into contribu
.. ' , we state our reasons. In the first place, the 
, hs values have long been known to account for the -: l ~, Jones, Physica 15, 13 (1949). 
,. ~. Fuchs, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A151, 585 (1935) . 
, r:eference 24, p. 78. 
• ~~. ~~mbe, Phys, Rev. 99, 419 (1955). 
~. Kittel, Introduction to Solid State Physics Oohn Wiley 
"ons, Inc., New York; 1953), second edition, pp. 259,319. 

shear s tiffnesses of bee N a and K,21 and recently this has 
been found30 to be true in Li also. In the alkali metals 
the long-range term is the major if not the only one and 
the agreement argues for the validity of the Fuchs 
calculation. There is no direct evidence for such a long
range stiffness in copper, silver, and gold but extensive 
studies of the elastic constants of COpperl and silver 
alloys17 in our laboratories provide good indirect evi
dence. The alloy results require that sizable long-range 
and short-range terms must both be present, and that 
C/C' (long range) must be about the Fuchs ratio. These 
two reasons lead us to regard the Fuchs values as very 
reasonable estimates of the long-range shear stiffness . 

In some previous decompositions of elastic stiffnesses 
into contributions a van der Waals term has been 
introduced explicitly.26 We have omitted such a term 
as we feel it adds nothing to the analysis which has 
been carried through and is a numerically uncertain 
contribution at best. If a contribution to the total 
energy of the physical nature of the van der Waals 
interaction is present, it is absorbed, in our treatment, 
in the short-range repulsive interaction W = A exp 
(-pr/ro) which we have deduced empirically. For
mally the van der Waals interaction is radial and of 
short range and cannot be separated empirically from 
the repulsive term. 

The uncertainties in the analysis presented in the 
previous section thus reside almost entirely in the 
theoretical long-range terms. 'Ve emphasize again that 
these terms are small and even large individual errors 
would leave the conclusions unchanged. The cumulative 
effect of these uncertainties added to the experimental 
error, particularly in Band dB/dP, could be consider
able, however, so that the individual numerical values 
of the closure failures which have been quoted and 
assigned to noncentral short-range interaction should 
be treated with caution. Nevertheless the relative values 
of the closure failures appear to be reasonable for the 
two shear constants and for the three metals. 
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